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You’ll feel it with every drive. In every twist and every turn. It’s our 
unwavering commitment to move you, not only today, but well into 
tomorrow as we relentlessly re-imagine the future of mobility. 

With our eyes on the horizon, we’re committed to creating a future  
where all of humankind is empowered with the freedom to move.
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“I believe that if it is not fun, it is not a car.” 
– Global President Akio Toyoda

From the day we developed our very first car, Toyota has 
been driven to produce cars that provide a sense of fun 
as well as making the world a better place to live. 

The spirit of fun has been reimagined through the Raw 
Driving pleasure of the 86. A car specifically developed 
for those who want to drive, rather than be driven. 

With its refined performance and exceptional handling 
characteristics, 86 sets the standard for drivers who want 
to feel something when behind the wheel, think about 
the road ahead, attack the corner then push the car and 
themselves to the edge of their ability. 

86 epitomises the thrill of modern driving yet takes 
you back to the days when engines roared and driving 
produced a rush of adrenalin. 

It’s time to fall in love with driving again.

Raw driving  
at its finest
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With a rich heritage in innovative performance, the  86 has evolved with 
the acclaimed Sports 800, 2000GT and AE86 sports cars.     

Today, this passion for progression continues with 86. A car where every 
detail is designed to stimulate both heart and mind then redefine the 
possibilities of pure performance.

Evoking the characteristics of Toyota’s great racing sports cars, 86 is a 
rear-wheel drive car made by drivers for drivers. Its crisp aerodynamic 
lines are optimised to slice through air, turn heads and deliver cleaner, 
more refined aerodynamic performance. 

The low, flat bonnet signals the presence of a highly responsive, 
technically advanced and highly efficient boxer engine beneath. 

The gently curving surfaces of the 86 have been crafted with hand-formed 
elegance to create a timeless appeal, now and into the years ahead.

Built for the future with 
a passion for the past
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The 86 brings driver and car together in a harmonious space that’s 
a modern interpretation of motoring’s glory days. 

You’ll discover a better place to drive by entering the performance-
orientated cockpit, settling into the body-hugging and bolstered 
‘racing inspired’ seats. 

Every element is there for a well-considered reason. 

The 6.1" colour touchscreen display comes standard on the 86.  
It’s intuitive functionality features Bluetooth®¹ connectivity, plus 
satellite navigation² with SUNA™,³ traffic channel. 

Make life easier on the move by connecting your compatible 
smartphone with Toyota Link4 to find fuel, plan trips and get real 
time weather information. 

Then, however hot the action on the road becomes, the air 
conditioning will keep you comfortable inside, with dual-zone 
automatic climate control on the GTS model. The GTS also comes 
with a 4.2" colour Multi Information Display (MID) and steering 
wheel controls.
  

Where driver and car 
work as one

A Integrated steering wheel controls – GTS manual model shown. GTS only.  
B Premium gear lever – GTS manual model shown
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7Performance oriented cockpit – GTS manual model shown



For many years, Fuji International Speedway, Suzuka Circuit, the Shibetsu 
Proving Ground in Japan and the Nürburgring in Germany have been 
integral to advancing the limits of vehicle technology. 

To maintain this tradition and ensure a driving experience like no other,  
the fun and nimble dynamics that characterise the 86 were born and tuned 
on these tracks. 

The low centre of gravity (CoG) ensures less body roll when cornering, 
maintaining optimal suspension geometry, and the unique layout of the 
horizontally-opposed D-4S petrol boxer engine gives the 86 an extremely 
low ‘inertia moment’ making total mobility deliciously crisp to handle. 

With its finely balanced front-engine, rear-wheel drive configuration,  
86 provides you with the choice of a 6-speed triple cone synchro manual 
transmission (MT) or a 6-speed automatic transmission (AT). 

With the MT, the power is literally in your hands. The 86’s gearbox is renowned 
for its short, positive shift throws, providing a more direct feel, faster up-shifts 
and having you look forward to every twist and turn on the road ahead.

Every aspect of the handling has been painstakingly tweaked to hone 
the 86’s acceleration, braking and cornering. The optional Dynamic 
Performance Pack will further enhance braking performance and handling 
with sleek 17" alloy wheels plus Brembo™ brakes (4-piston front, 2-piston 
rear) and advanced SACHS™ suspension (front and rear).

Performance from 
the track to you
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GTS manual model with Dynamic Performance Pack shown



To ensure we developed a car capable of 
delivering Raw Driving pleasure, we started 
with a classic horizontally opposed boxer 
engine, as used in the early days of the 
Sports 800.

Then we added our cutting-edge D-4S direct 
injection system to create a highly efficient 
yet fiery package boasting 152kW (MT) of 
power and a 7400rpm redline. 

The boxer 2.0L naturally aspirated four-stroke 
petrol engine embraces modern technology to 
provide a powerful 212Nm (MT) or 205Nm (AT) 
of torque for strong, highly responsive starts. 

To allocate power to the drive wheel with  
the greatest grip, the rear differential is 
a Torsen® (TORque SENsing) Limited Slip 
Differential (LSD) and is matched with a  
4.3:1 (MT) ‘performance’ Final Drive Ratio  
to provide the driver with the maximum  
feel and connection to the road. 

Engine and drive train

Manual engine shown 9



At Toyota, we understand that with performance 
comes the responsibility to ensure the safest 
possible driving experience.

The innovative safety features of the 86 have 
been designed to protect without diminishing 
the enjoyment of driving. 

Inside, the seven SRS airbags provide all round 
protection. You’ll move away easier with Hill-start 

Assist Control⁵ (HAC) and enjoy the convenience 
of a reversing camera. 

In the endeavour to provide more assured 
handling and control, the Anti-lock Braking 
System (ABS) manages braking pressure to 
prevent lock-up and the Vehicle Stability Control 
(VSC) and VSC Sport helps control the braking 
force delivery to each wheel if required under 
emergency braking conditions. 

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) 
maximises braking efficiency by automatically 
increasing the brake force to the wheel(s) 
that need it most, while Brake Assist⁵ (BA) will 
introduce extra brake pressure in an emergency 
situation. 

When accelerating, the Traction Control (TRC) will 
help manage wheel spin for improved response.

10

Performance committed to safety
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With our proud and long racing history, Toyota  
has remained at the forefront of developing 
innovative technology and capability to enhance 
the way we drive.

To capture the spirit of our racing heritage when 
creating the 86, chief engineer Tetsuya Tada had 
a Toyota 2000GT brought into the room to inspire 
his designers. 

This allowed the team to draw upon the single-
minded devotion the Toyota Sports 800, the 
2000GT and the AE86 all placed on putting the 
driver at the centre of the on-road experience. 

It’s why the 86 took the front-engine, rear-wheel 
drive layout of the Sports 800, the streamlined 
aerodynamic beauty of the 2000GT and the 
endless potential for customisation of the AE86.

A history  
of adrenalin

12



86 GT
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• 2.0L 4-cylinder boxer engine
•  Max power: 
 152kW manual transmission,  
 147kW automatic transmission
• Max torque:  
 212Nm@6400-6800rpm manual transmission,  
 205Nm@6400-6600rpm automatic transmission
• 16" alloy wheels
• LED headlamps and Daytime Running Lamps 
•  Dual exhaust tail pipes with diffuser
•  Front ventilated disc and rear solid disc brakes

•  Premium 3-spoke steering wheel and shift lever
•  Seven SRS airbags
•   6.1" colour touchscreen diplay with 
 Bluetooth®¹ connectivity
• Satellite navigation2 with Toyota Link4
•  Reversing camera
• Hill-start Assist Control 
Optional Dynamic Performance Pack 
• Unique 17" alloy wheels
• Brembo™ brakes
• SACHS™ suspension

Satellite navigation²

Dual exhaust tail pipes with diffuser

LED headlamps and Daytime Running Lamps



In addition to, or in replacement of, 86 GT features:
• 17" alloy wheels
• Granluxe™ finish instrument panel
• Black leather accented front seats with Alcantara®  
 fabric inserts
• Dual-zone automatic climate control
• Smart entry and start system
• Steering wheel controls
• 4.2" colour Multi Information Display (MID)
• Front and rear ventilated disc brakes
• Rear privacy glass

Optional Dynamic Performance Pack 
• Unique 17" alloy wheels
• Brembo™ brakes
• SACHS™  suspension

14

Granluxe™ finish instrument panel

Black leather accented front seats  
with Alcantara® fabric inserts

4.2" colour Multi Information Display 

86 GTS



Optional Dynamic 
Performance Packs
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 Dynamic Performance Pack  
(available on GT and GTS) – in addition to, or in 
replacement of, 86 GT or GTS features:
• Unique 17" alloy wheels
• Brembo™ brakes
• SACHS™ suspension

Dynamic Performance Pack and Apollo Blue Paint Option 
Pack (available on GTS only) – in addition to,  
or in replacement of, 86 GTS features:
• Brembo™ brakes
• SACHS™ suspension
• Unique Black 17" alloy wheels
• Apollo Blue paint6
• Black exterior mirrors
• Black spoiler

Unique 17" alloy wheels

SACHS™ suspension

Brembo™ brakes86 GTS with Dynamic Performance Pack and Apollo Blue Paint Option Pack shown



You can choose from seven colours6 for your 86,  
each one the perfect shade and tone to accentuate 
your Raw Driving experience.

The emotion  
of colour

Magnetic Grey6 P8Y

Ice Silver6 G1U

Gravity Blue6 K3X

Apollo Blue6 DAR

Storm Black6 D4S

Liquid White6 K1X

Ignition Red M7Y
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GT
Black Fabric with 
Silver stitching 

(AM20)
• • • • • •

GTS

Black leather 
accented front 

seats with 
Alcantara®  

fabric inserts
(AM20)

• • • • • •

GTS with 
Dynamic 

Performance 
Pack and  

Apollo Blue 
Paint Option 

Pack

Black leather 
accented front 

seats with 
Alcantara®  

fabric inserts
(AM20)

•
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86 GTS model shown with 18" alloy wheels, rear parking sensors, mudguards, 
interior panel and interior illumination. Accessories sold separately.

Transform  
your drive

18

Enhance your Raw Driving experience with Toyota Genuine Accessories.⁷  
Customise your 86 with sleek 18" alloy wheels, made from cast aluminium, and  
enjoy an even smoother drive with body roll reducing sway bars and a lowering  
spring kit, which offers a more aggressive stance as well as a lower centre of gravity. 

To find out more, go to toyota.com.au/86
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A 18" alloy wheels – Tyres and  
 tyre placard sold separately.  
 Not applicable with  
 Dynamic Performance Pack 
B Interior panel – GT model shown
C Lowering spring kit – Not  
 applicable with Dynamic  
 Performance Pack
D Bootliner
E Interior illumination
F Rear parking sensors
G Sway bar set – Not  
 applicable with Dynamic  
 Performance Pack
H Mudguards – Front and rear



When you join the Toyota family, you 
get so much more than a new car feeling.  
You get a lifetime of benefits keeping you 
moving now and well into the future.

Discover your Toyota lifetime of advantages  
at toyota.com.au

The Toyota  
Advantage

Discover the freedom of Toyota Access⁸
Toyota Access puts you in complete control 
when buying a new car, with lower monthly 
repayments.9 Drive out of the Dealership with 
a clear road ahead then drive back a few years 
later with more options at your disposal than 
ever before. Whatever stage you’re at in life, 
Toyota Access puts you in the driver’s seat with 
flexibility and assurance. To discover Toyota 
Access for yourself visit toyota.com.au/access

Capped price servicing10
A new Toyota means you don’t have to worry 
about unexpected service costs. Every Toyota 
comes with a low, capped price service cost for a 
set number of years/kilometres. Pay the same low 
capped price from one eligible logbook service 
to the next for up to four years or 60,000km, 
whichever occurs first (including Genuine parts, 
labour and fluids). For the full benefits consult a 
Toyota Dealer or visit toyota.com.au/advantage

Toyota Warranty Advantage 
Every new Toyota is built to exceptional 
standards, and from 1 January 2019, Toyota 
vehicles are backed by a five year/unlimitedkm 
warranty.¹¹ If your vehicle is properly serviced and 
maintained per its Warranty and Service Book, 
we’ll extend your engine and driveline warranty 
for an additional 2 years,¹² giving you peace of 
mind for years to come. In the event of a claim 
covered by warranty, you are covered by a 60 day 
money back guarantee and 5 years emergency 
assistance including expenses related to car hire 
or towing if required. For more information visit 
toyota.com.au/owners/warranty

Finance to get you going
If you need a little help, Toyota Finance¹³ can 
offer you a wide range of vehicle financing 
options. With Toyota Finance, you’ll have the 
peace of mind of dealing with one of Australia’s 
leading vehicle finance corporations with over 
30 years experience. And with a range of flexible 
products and services to suit almost every need 
and circumstance, Toyota Finance can help find 
the right package for you or your business.

Insurance options
Our Comprehensive Motor Vehicle insurance 
policy is packed with great benefits including; 
agreed value cover, new vehicle replacement if 
your Toyota is written off within the first three 
years, use of Toyota Genuine Parts, and a 
Lifetime Repair Guarantee on repairs authorised 
by Toyota Insurance.14 And our Factory  
Approved Extended Warranty Insurance also 
provides benefits, for more information visit 
toyota.com.au/insurance

Extend your peace of mind
Whether it’s a flat tyre, lost keys or a flat battery, 
Toyota Extra Care Roadside Assist15 is never more 
than a phone call away. Available 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, our technicians are there to 
help you get back on the road.  



Save for Toyota trademarks depicted, all other product and company names are trademarks of their respective owners.

1  Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. iPod® is a trademark 
of Apple, Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries. Compatibility and 
functionality varies depending on device.

2  Coverage varies based on vehicle location.
3  Service varies based on vehicle location. See sunatraffic.com.au
4  Available on certain vehicle models and grades only. Requires installation of a 

compatible app, third party information, sufficient mobile data and GPS signal. 
Mobile usage is at user's cost. Toyota Australia reserves the right to add, remove 
or modify applications. For further information see toyota.com.au/toyotalink

5  Driver assist feature. Only operates under certain conditions. Check your Owner’s 
Manual for explanation of limitations. Please drive safely.

6   Paint featured is an optional extra at additional cost. Toyota Australia reserves 
the right to vary or discontinue the current interior and exterior colours, trims and 
colour/trim/model combinations. Colours and trims displayed are a guide only and 
may vary from actual colours due to printing/display process. See your Toyota Dealer 
to confirm availability when ordering your vehicle. 

7  Toyota Genuine Accessories are not applicable to all models/grades. Toyota 
Australia uses its best endeavours to ensure material is accurate at the time of 
publishing. All information must be confirmed with your Toyota dealer at the 
time of ordering, as specifications, applicability and availability may change over 
time. Colours displayed are a guide only and may vary from actual colours due 
to the printing/display process. Toyota Australia reserves the right to change 
and/or discontinue, without notice, prices, colours, materials, equipment and 
specifications. To the extent permitted by law, Toyota Australia will not be liable  
for any damage or loss incurred from relying on the information and images 
contained in this material. Consider the mass of your load and your selected 
accessories to ensure your vehicle will not exceed gross vehicle mass limits. 
Certain accessories when fitted may require removal of standard equipment,  
which may be retained by Toyota. Visit toyota.com.au/accessories.

8  Terms and conditions, fees and charges apply. Toyota Access Guaranteed  
Future Value products are available to approved customers of Toyota Finance, 
a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and 
Australian Credit Licence 392536.

9  Lower monthly repayments compared to a similar term with no Guaranteed Future 
Value (GFV) or equivalent balloon final payment. Total interest charges will be 
higher if a GFV or balloon final payment is selected.

10  Applies to standard scheduled logbook servicing (normal operating conditions) 
[for 3 yrs/60,000 kms (whichever occurs first) up to a max. of 4 services.]  
Excludes Government & Rental vehicles. For details see your Toyota dealer  
or visit toyota.com.au/advantage

11  Applicable to new vehicles delivered on or after 01/01/2019. The standard Toyota 
Warranty Advantage period is 5yrs, with unlimited kms, from delivery. Excludes 
vehicles used for a commercial purpose, such as taxis, hire vehicles and vehicles 
transporting people or goods for payment including rideshare. The commercial 
vehicle Toyota Warranty Advantage period is 5 years from delivery or 160,000kms 
(whichever occurs firsts). See toyota.com.au/owners/warranty or your vehicle’s 
Warranty and Service Book for T&Cs. This warranty does not limit and may not 
necessarily exceed your rights under the Australian Consumer Law.

12  Applicable to new vehicles delivered on or after 01/01/2019. The Toyota Warranty 
Advantage (TWA) extended Engine and Driveline coverage is for 7 years from 
delivery, provided your vehicle is properly serviced and maintained per its  
Warranty and Service Book. See toyota.com.au/owners/warranty for details.  
The TWA does not limit and may not necessarily exceed your rights under the 
Australian Consumer Law.

13  Approved applicants only. Terms and conditions apply. Toyota Finance is a division 
of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian 
Credit Licence 392536.

14  Terms and conditions apply. This advice is general in nature and does not take into 
account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making a decision to 
purchase any of the insurance products you should consider the appropriateness 
of the advice taking into account your own objectives, financial situation and 
needs and refer to the current PDS for the relevant product available from 
participating Dealers, via our website at toyota.com.au/insurance or by calling 
137 200. Toyota Insurance purchased in a dealership or via the Toyota Insurance 
National Customer Solutions Centre is issued by Toyota Finance Australia Limited 
ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 392536.The insurer is  
Aioi Nissay Dowa Insurance Company Australia Pty Ltd ABN 11 132 524 282,  
AFSL 443540 (Adica). If Toyota Insurance is purchased online, the issuer and 
insurer is Adica.

15  Toyota Roadside Assist is administered by Toyota Finance, a division of Toyota 
Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181, AFSL and Australian Credit  
Licence 392536.

IMPORTANT NOTICE – PLEASE READ: 
Toyota Australia uses its best endeavours to ensure material is accurate at the time 
of publishing. All information must be confirmed with your Toyota Dealer at the 
time of ordering, as specifications, applicability and availability may change over 
time. Colours depicted are a guide only and may vary from actual colours due to 
the printing/display process. Toyota Australia reserves the right to change and/
or discontinue, without notice, models, prices, colours, materials, equipment, 
specifications. To the extent permitted by law, Toyota Australia will not be liable for  

any damage or loss incurred from relying on the information and images contained 
in this material. Distributed nationally (other than in Western Australia) by Toyota 
Motor Corporation Australia Limited ABN 64 009 686 097. Material distributed in 
Western Australia by or on behalf of Prestige Motors Pty Ltd (for vehicles) and by 
Eastpoint Pty Ltd (for parts/ accessories). Toyota Australia makes no warranties 
regarding (and will not be liable for) accuracy of materials distributed in Western 
Australia. PART NUMBER: TY86PACKBRO. PROOF HQ: T2019-012278. GTP1882/
GTP1880. VERSION: JULY 2019.

Disclaimers  
and Notice


